
The Story of Colour: A Vibrant Journey
Through the Ages
The Origins of Colour

The first colours came into being when the universe was created. As the
universe expanded and cooled, it began to emit light. This light was made
up of all the colours of the rainbow. The colours were separated as the light
passed through the atmosphere. The blue light was scattered more than
the other colours, which is why the sky is blue.

Colour in Ancient Egypt

The ancient Egyptians were the first to use colour in a systematic way.
They believed that colour had magical powers, and they used it to create
vibrant and colourful works of art. The Egyptians used a variety of colours,
including red, blue, yellow, green, and black. They also used gold and silver
to create a sense of luxury and opulence.

Colour in Ancient Greece and Rome

The ancient Greeks and Romans also used colour in their art, but they
preferred more subdued colours. They believed that bright colours were
vulgar and that only the gods should wear them. The Greeks used colour to
create realistic and lifelike sculptures. They also used colour to decorate
their temples and other public buildings.
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Colour in the Middle Ages

During the Middle Ages, colour was used in a variety of ways. It was used
to decorate churches and other religious buildings. It was also used to dye
clothing and to create tapestries. The colours that were used during the
Middle Ages were often dark and muted. This was due to the fact that the
dyes that were available at the time were not very bright.

Colour in the Renaissance

The Renaissance was a time of great artistic innovation, and colour played
a major role in this movement. Artists such as Leonardo da Vinci and
Michelangelo used colour to create realistic and lifelike paintings. They also
used colour to create a sense of depth and perspective.

Colour in the 18th and 19th Centuries

In the 18th and 19th centuries, colour became increasingly important in
everyday life. The Industrial Revolution led to the development of new
dyes, which made it possible to create brighter and more vibrant colours.
These new colours were used to dye clothing, to decorate homes, and to
create a variety of other products.

Colour in the 20th Century
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In the 20th century, colour continued to play a major role in art and design.
Artists such as Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse used colour to create bold
and expressive paintings. Colour also became increasingly important in
advertising and marketing. Businesses used colour to attract attention and
to create a desired image for their products.
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